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Editorial
A warm welcome to the first edition of Squadron Briefing. We intend this to be a regular source of
inspiration for the Sabresquadron rules with a range of articles including reports on game and events
and other articles that will interest both experienced players and those looking to dip a toe into modern
wargaming.
We kick off with a report on the game hosted by North Somerset Wargames Group and Heroics and
Ros at Salute, look at new releases for the modern period, give a quick glimpse into the world of
Wargames Illustrated magazine and finish with a blow by blow account of a Middle East all-tank battle
with an analysis of why it was won or lost.
We’re interested in feedback so let us know what you think. If you have any articles or ideas please
send them to the e-mail address below.
Thanks and have a good one.
Sabresquadron
info@sabresquadron.com
www.sabresquadron.com
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Salute 2016

For those unaware, Salute is the big wargames show of the year in the UK. Some have claimed that Crisis in Antwerp is better, and many of the US conventions go on much longer, but for the number of wargamers and wargames products crammed into one room in one day, Salute cannot be beaten. It is held in
the East End of London at a major exhibition centre, the kind that stages trade fairs and motor shows. As
a result is it not the most luxurious venue, being a big open space with a concrete floor, no heating and
poor lighting - if your usual clientele are the likes of Ford and Toyota you rely on them to bring massive
stands to enliven the place to a great extent. It continues, however, to be popular and there is so much to
see and do that it should be on every wargamer’s ‘Bucket List’.
For me, Salute has been an intermittent experience with 2 visits in the previous 10 years. I don’t live that
far away (60 miles exactly according to the SatNav) but getting across London is a pain and weekends are
usually taken up standing at the side of rugby and football pitches. Therefore I had no plans to attend until
Nick Turner of South Somerset Wargames Association announced that work pressures meant that he
could not run the game he had spent months constructing. A quick checking of the family calendar and
some negotiations later, I was able to step in to help.
The game was a 1/300 Cold War clash set in 1985 around the towns of Gyros Teller and Schnell Imbiss;
areas that were very familiar to British squaddies! It featured a mixed BAOR/West German/Belgian force
attempting to stop the Red Horde forcing a river crossing and swarming along the 12’ table toward a major
bridge that was to be seized in the interim by air-mobile and airborne units. Nick had done a fantastic job
with the terrain which featured the rivers, a large central wood that divided the battle into 2 flanks, the
aforementioned towns, several dips just meant for Chieftains, pylons, and numerous minor details like a
JCB working on the road (you have to admire the German devotion to duty). The pictures featured here
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only just start to do the table justice and it got attention as soon as the public started to move around the
hall. A succession of smart phones pointed at the table attempted to capture as much as possible.
It was not just the table that had seen much work. To fight over it were
dozens (hundreds maybe) of well-painted Heroics & Ros vehicles. The
large number probably made it the largest Sabresquadron game ever,
so it was going to interesting to see how the rules handled such a vast
array of armour. Because of the size of the table even the artillery was
present, including a FROG; I pointed out that the rules do include large
missiles, but thought it best not to fire it especially if it had the nuclear
warhead fitted! The focal point that got the lion’s share of attention was
the Soviet airmobile force of Mi-24 Hinds, Mi-8 Hips and Mi-6 Hooks.
The latter particularly impressed being new models with etched brass
rotors.

The main players on the day were Christian and Richard who had not played the rules much before so we
started to play and quickly ran through a pair of bounds. These turns which saw some quick kills from
Milans and Swingfires as the British Covering Force recce retired to safety.
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We had a steady stream of visitors who were keen to talk about the game. While some had heard about
Sabresquadron, for others it was all new and it became a good opportunity to talk about the mechanics,
ethos and how the rules covered important aspects of the game we were playing. It was not publicised as a
participation game, but we invited visitors to play and one guy - Alex - played a few turns as the Soviet
commander in which we knocked out several M48s and pushed a swarm of T80s towards the British main
line despite the accurate rain of 155mm shells from a battery of M109A1s.

Unfortunately time was pressing for me and I had to make tracks with nearly 3 hours of the show remaining. So much was packed into just a few hours, and that without seeing any other games or any trade
stands. The rules handled the large number of vehicles very well and we played several turns. Thanks to
Nick for doing all the building and painting, Richard and Christian for setting up and playing, and Andy and
Ian of Heroics & Ros under whose auspices it was done. The game will be at Bovingdon in July and I’m
already thinking about Salute 2017.
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Recce Report
As the modern period - especially the Cold War - increases in popularity more products are being
released in a variety of scales.

Oddzial Osmy have added the SA-7 MANPADS and Sagger to their range of 15mm Cold War Polish
infantry. In 3mm there is the Merkava IV and the RM70 (the Czechoslovakian version of the BM21) and
more aircraft.

Heroics & Ros have the Chieftain Mk11 with Stillbrew armour in 6mm. The Mi-6 Hook, a bit of a beast
with etched brass rotors was showcased in our demo game at Salute and attracted a lot of admiring
comment. They are closed until 1 July for medical reasons.

QRF has released a number of additions to their 15mm Post War range including Iraqi T55s and T62s,
the M114, Humber Pig, and a new range of Strykers.

Skytrex has quietly added to the 15mm Post War range in the shape of a Shilka, an SA-13 and a
SNAR-10 Big Fred. The 2S1 Gvodzika is coming according to their website.

Khurasan has released a T64B as part of its expanding 15mm US & Soviet Cold War range.

Pendraken has continued to add to its 10mm Modern range with post-WW2 Shermans and a Centurion
ARV.

Aotrs Shipyard supplies Centurion 5s via Shapeways.

ArmiesArmy has 1980s VDV imminent and British opposition on the way.

4-Ground has started a 15mm Cold War Gone Hot range which so far covers tenement blocks and
power grid equipment.

As for books, Osprey has got a new title covering the US Army Rangers.
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Hold It Steady!
One of the major developments in armoured fighting vehicle design since the Second world War has
been the stabilisation of armament in order to fire accurately on the move. The benefits of this
technology were starkly demonstrated during Desert Storm in 1991 when US Abrams and British
Challenger tanks successfully engaged Iraqi tanks that had been placed in prepared firing positions.
The advantages to be gained form being able to shoot accurately on the move do not represent new
thinking and instead were realised during the Bronze Age in the Near East. The breeding of horses by
the Mittanni and/or Syrians in the 17th Century BC enabled the development of the 2-man light chariot.
Like a modern tank, each crewman had a specialised
job; one man took the reins while the other shot with a
bow. Modern reconstructions have found that the
layout of the chariot enabled the archer to brace
himself against the sides and use the natural ability of
the human body to stay upright and stable to permit
accurate shooting at speed. Later the horse archers of
the steppes used the same principles to rain arrows on
hapless foes as they overran large swathes of Asia
and Europe.
The re-invention of the chariot in its armoured and mechanical form saw large amounts of resources
applied to its improvement. The idea of stabilising guns was an obvious one, made more pressing as
speeds of tanks increased from the slow walk of most
First World War ‘Landships’. The Soviet Union, who
made many advances in tank design, started to tackle
the issue in the late 1930s. The British also took the
problem on board and came up a solution that was a
throwback to the original systems employed; the A9
A10 Cruiser Tanks each had their 2Pdr gun mounted
on a pivot that could be steadied by the gunner using
his knees. This idea was not a success in combat. As
development work gathered pace during World War 2
a basic form of stabilisation steadying one plane was
fitted to the M26 Pershing and M4 Sherman from
1944.
Contrary to popular belief, tanks lacking stabilisation rarely fire whilst moving - Wehrmacht regulations
specifically forbade it for example - but at the ‘short halt’ whereby a tank would quickly stop to make the
final adjustments to its sighting and shoot before continuing its advance.
What could be termed ‘modern stabilisation’ - at least 2 planes
- came with the Centurion Mk5/2. The Soviet Union followed
with the T64 and West Germany on the first upgrade to the
Leopard 1 (Leopard 1A1). The M60 received the AOS (AddOn Stabilisation) in 1972. The AMX30 variant sold to
Venezuela had a stabilised gun, other export models and those
used by the French Army did not.
As the technology has improved other AFVs in addition to
MBTs have received stabilisation, most notably the M2 and M3
Bradley.
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A Visit To Wargames
Illustrated
Wargames Illustrated has a good record of publicising new rules and is published monthly in the UK,
USA and Australia. Therefore when Assistant Editor Wayne Bollands issued an invitation to go to
Nottingham to show how Sabresquadron worked it was an opportunity not requiring a second thought.
One surprisingly sunny Tuesday morning in late April tanks and terrain were packed in the car and
driven north. Nottingham is sometimes regarded as the wargames capital of the UK - perhaps the world
- being home to Wargames Illustrated, Warlord Games, Battlefront UK, Northstar Games and Games
Workshop.

The top floor of the WI office has a large room with a number of wargames tables that is used for
special events and photoshoots. We set up a game and ran through the mechanisms over a few turns,
and it’s good to report that it was well received.
Wargames Illustrated shares a site with Battlefront UK and the game got some interest from one of the
development guys currently working on their BAOR models for release in the autumn. WI is, however,
cadmirably keen to highlight the full range of models available not just a few high profile suppliers so
the QRF and Skytrex kit in use got a close look and some careful photographing by Editor Dan.
The full article with supporting pictures is scheduled for inclusion in July’s edition of the magazine.
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The Game Report
This is a report from a recent game set in the Middle East. It’s an all-tank match up and is presented as
a blow-by-blow account to show how a game might run from start to finish.

Game Set-Up
The scenario was the Uneven Encounter from the suggested set-ups in the Sabresquadron rulebook,
with a weaker force - the Egyptians - entering the table first with time to get into position before the
opposition arrives. Because the stronger force has the advantage of seeing the enemy dispositions
before making any moves, a small part of the weaker force may be held back to be deployed on table
later. The table is below:

The Egyptians will enter from the top. The darker yellow areas are low rises, just high enough to block
the line of sight and to provide hull down and turret down positions at their highest levels. Victory would
go to the side that destroyed the other or, barring that, held the road junction at the end of the game.
Opposing Forces
The Egyptian force was composed of a full company of T55As (3 platoons of 3 tanks with a single tank
CHQ) plus a heavy tank platoon of 3 T10Ms in support. The force was considered to be well motivated
so Morale was Average, but Training was Raw.
The Israeli force consisted of a reduced company of Sho’t Kals (2 platoons of 3 tanks and 2 CHQ tanks)
with Superior Morale and Expert Training. 8 tanks versus 13 tanks, and the smaller force was the
stronger! This was going to be a battle of quality against quantity.
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Turn 1
The Egyptians entered the table and moved quickly to get into advantageous positions. Platoon 1
moved into turret down behind a low rise on their right flank. On the opposite flank Platoon 3 and the
CHQ did the same. In the centre Platoon 2 drove at top speed along the road to grab the objective. The
T10 platoon was held off-table as the allowable later deployment. The positions of the Egyptian force
prior to the Israeli arrival are below:

The Israeli Platoon 1 entered on the left with the Company Commander and advanced a full move.
Platoon 2 and the Deputy Commander entered the table to the left of the road using the option to move
half their Movement Allowance and then fire with their stabilised guns at the Egyptian Platoon 2 on the
road. The dice rolls for the shots were modified with -2 for being at Long Range, -2 for the targets not
being visible at the start of the bound, +1 for the superior training of the Israeli crews and +1 for the
targets using Transit Speed, a net -2. The dice rolled 7, 3, 9 and 6 becoming 5, 1, 7 and 4 resulting in
hits on the first 2 T55s. The effect rolls were both 4 giving a -1 modifier to the Protection rating of 6,
leaving them at 5 against the Centurions’ Firepower of 9 so both of the T55s were destroyed.
Platoon 2 had to take a Morale Test for the losses needing 2 higher than its base score of 5 to pass due
to having lost more than 60%. The die roll was first 2 - a fail - so the next roll was 6 - another fail - the
third roll was 10 - a pass - leaving the platoon at Halted.
The situation at the end of Turn 1 is below:
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Turn 2
The T10 platoon was placed in hull down on the low rise on the Egyptian right to the left of Platoon 1. All 3
tanks fired at the Israeli Platoon 1. The dice were modified with -2 for Long Range and -1 for poorer
training, a total of -3. The dice rolled 6, 9 and 7 resulting in 1 hit. The effect roll was 9 giving a +2 modifier
to the Centurion’s Protection of 6. The total of 8 was 1 higher than the T10’s Firepower of 7 so the Sh’ot
was just Suppressed.
Platoon 1 moved forward into hull down and fired at the Israeli Platoon 1 and CHQ. With modifiers of -2 for
long range and -1 for poorer training, the dice rolled 2, 7 and 2 resulting in misses.
The surviving T55 in Platoon 2 fired from the halt. The modifiers were -2 for long range, -1 for training and
+1 for firing without moving, a net -2. The die was 9 so a hit was scored. The effect roll of 9 meant that the
Protection of the target equalled the Firepower of the hit (8) so the Sho’t had to take a basic Morale Test;
the test was failed on a roll of 2 leaving the Israeli tank Neutralised.
The Israeli thrust had left the Egyptian Platoon 3 in a position where it could little effect on the battle so it
was ordered to move across to support the rest of the force. It moved at Transit speed into dead ground
towards the Israelis followed by the CHQ.
The Neutralisation meant that the Israeli Platoon 2 had to take a morale test. The die roll of 4 meant a
pass.
The situation at the end of the Egyptian bound:

The Israeli Platoon 1 and CHQ made a half-move then used their stabilisation to fire at the Egyptian
Platoon 1. The dice were modified by +1 for training and -2 for 2 of the Sho’ts being at long range. The
close range dice scored 6 and 5 giving 2 hits and the long range rolls were 5 and 7 resulting in another hit.
As the T55s were in hull down the Israelis had to ascertain hit locations with rolls of 1, 8 and 2 meaning
that 2 of the hits were on hulls so were lost. The hit on the turret had an effect roll of 6 so there was no
modifier to the T55’s Protection of 6 and the Firepower of 9 destroyed it.
Platoon 2 made half-moves that put it into close range of the T10s so fired at them with a +1 modifier for
training. Dice of 3, 5 and 2 led to 1 hit which the location roll confirmed was on the turret. An effect of 7
reiterated the T10’s Protection at 7, 2 below the Firepower of 9 so the target was knocked out.
The Morale Tests for the Egyptian Platoon 1 and T10 platoon both scored 5 which were passes.
The situation as the end of Turn 2 is over the page:
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Turn 3
Platoon 1 chose to fire without moving to improve the chances of hitting and fired at the Centurions in front.
The modifiers were -1 for training, -2 for long range and +1 for halting. The dice were 5 and 9, so 1 hit. The
effect roll of 4 didn’t change the Protection of 6 against the Firepower of 8 so the Sho’t was knocked out.
The T10s also fired from the halt with the same modifiers, but at Platoon 2. Rolls of 4 and 5 meant that both
shots missed.
Platoon 3 continued to motor across the desert with the CHQ.
The T55 in Platoon 2 maintained its position and fired but missed.
The Israeli Platoon easily passed its Morale Test with an 8.
The positions at the end of the Egyptian bound:

Israeli Platoon 1 fired at the T55s in front gaining the +1 modifier for the targets having fired stationary. Both
tanks hit but only one on the turret which destroyed the T55. The CHQ fired at the last T55 in Platoon 1 but
failed to hit the turret.
Platoon 2 fired at the T10s. One turret was hit. The effect roll was 7 making the Protection up to 8 and equal
to the Firepower of 8 so a Morale Test was needed. It was failed on a roll of 4 so the T10 was Neutralised.
Platoon 2 advanced after firing.
CHQ2 fired at the T55 in the centre but missed, then moved into turret down behind the rise in front.
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The Suppressed Sho’t in Platoon 2 was recovered.
The Egyptian Platoon 1 took a Morale Test with a modifier of -2 due to losing over 60%. Rolls of 6, 5, 4 and
1 meant 4 fails and the last tank was going to head for home.
The T10 platoon also had to test with a -2 modifier (1 destroyed and 1 Neutralised out of 3) but it failed
once leading to the unit becoming Uncertain and holding its position.
The end of turn 3:

Turn 4
The only operation T10 fired at CHQ1 but missed. Then it retired to a turret down position to avoid Israeli
retaliation.
The tank in Platoon 2 fired at the centre Sho’t in Platoon 2 and destroyed it.
Platoon 3 and the CHQ neared the rise in the centre.
The Neutralised T10 was recovered to become Suppressed.
The Israeli Platoon 2 passed its Morale Test caused by the loss of the Sho’t.
The end of the Egyptian bound:
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CHQ1 fired at the T10 and hit it. Again the effect roll resulted in a morale test which was passed so the
Egyptian tank was Suppressed. The Sh’ot advanced.
Platoon 1 fired at the T10. Another hit with another good effect roll inflicted another Morale Test which led
to another pass, so there was no further effect. This T10 was tough or lucky! Platoon 1 continued to
advance.
CHQ2 moved into hull down and fired at the T10. A hit Neutralised the T10 (still surviving!)
A Sho’t from Platoon 2 made a stabilised move and fired at close range at the T55 in Platoon 2. With
modifiers of +1 for training and +1 for the target being halted a roll of 3 was enough to hit and the T55 was
knocked out.
The other tank in Platoon 2 fired at the T10 scoring a potential hit but the location meant that the turret was
missed.
The Neutralisation of the T10 meant a Morale Test and morale dropped to Retreat.
The Egyptian Break Point was checked. The Attrition Points so far were 4 (rout of Platoon 1) + 4 (wiping
out of Platoon 2) +2 (Retreat of the T10s) making 10, 3 short of the 13 required to break the Egyptians.
The end of Turn 4:

Turn 5
The only operational T10 retreated behind the rise. The Neutralised T10 was unable to move, although it
was recovered to Suppressed.
Platoon 3 and the CHQ moved into turret down.
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Both tanks in Israeli Platoon 1 fired at the T10 and missed then advanced and positioned themselves to
meet the threat from the Egyptian Platoon 3.
CHQ1 fired at the T10 and Neutralised it again after a Morale Test (what is this tank made of?) then
advanced.
CHQ2 fired at the T10 and destroyed it (finally!). The Sho’t then shifted to be hull down against Platoon 3.
Platoon 2 then took up hull down positions against the remaining Egyptian tanks.
The surviving T10 failed its Morale Test caused by the loss of the previously indestructible T10 and routed.
This left the Egyptians on 12 Attrition points, 1 below a complete loss and with 4 T55s to face 6 Sho’t Kals.
Not good odds so the Egyptian commander chose to admit defeat.
The final positions:

A resounding victory for the Israelis. How and why will be covered in the next article.
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The Analysis
The Egyptians sought to make the best use of being first to arrive by moving fast to take up good
positions. Going into turret down with Platoons 1 and 3 was sensible as it enabled them to observe the
Israeli arrival and then move into hull down to get the first shots. The number of Israeli ‘hits’ that were
lost on the location rolls showed gave some vindication to this tactic. A further factor in the Egyptians’
favour was the ability to deploy a unit late when the Israeli intentions were known. This was done to
support the units in combat - also in hull down - and gave the Egyptians numerical superiority in the
firefight, albeit a temporary one. That the plan did not work shows that it had weaknesses.

The first weakness was that the Egyptians were too
spread out. Platoons 1 and 3 were a considerable
distance apart with intervening terrain that prevented
them from effectively supporting each other. Platoon 3
began to move as soon as possible and made the best
use of Transit speed - when its movement could not be
seen by the enemy - but only got into position to
engage the Israelis when it was too late. Use of less
dispersed dispositions might have worked better.

The second weakness was the mistake in sending
Platoon 2 on a dash to the objective. Getting there first
would not have conferred any advantage plus the unit
was caught in the open using Transit speed and lost
two thirds of its strength without firing a shot. This
backs up the the point made above; Transit should be
used for unobserved redeployments not when there’s
a risk of being shot at. Platoon 3 got it right, Platoon 2
did not.

The third weakness was in engaging the Israelis at the first opportunity. This meant that all shooting
was at long range - the Egyptians did not fire at close range even once - but the Israelis were able to
move into close range for their better fire control. It also meant that the Egyptians were fighting with just
2 of the 4 platoons they started with against the whole of the Israeli force. Waiting until either Platoon 3
was able to join in or the Israelis were closer - or even better both - would have been better tactics.
The Israeli plan worked a treat. Of particular note was
the use of their gun stabilisations to move forward to a
more advantageous position, e.g. from long to close
range, then firing. Also they were able to concentrate
their strength and, despite starting with fewer tanks,
fired more each turn than the Egyptians did so quality
had a quantity of its own!
Overall, a triumph for better tanks and better crews.
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